Chevy fuel tank selector valve
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browser before proceeding. Can anyone help with the wiring for dual tanks. Thread starter
sailor32 Start date Oct 6, Location NC. I aquired a '77 Scottsdale, 4x4, short bed, , with dual
tanks and at the selector valve underneath the truck it has a wire disconnected. The fuel gauge
does not work, neither does the tank selection switch in the cab. It has one wire connected to
each tank for the sending units, and one going to the selector valve which has 12v , the one
thats not connect is either a very light pink or tank no stripe's that I can tell. I've searched
everywhere I can think of and looked all over the net, but can't locate a diagram on the wiring
for it. Wyldman, responded sometime back about someone intstalling a dual tank setup under a
truck with a single tank originally and would send them the diagram for the wiring. So hopefully
one of you can help, it would be greatly apprieciated. Thank you, Randy. Location
Brampton,Ontario,Canada. I can probably dig up the wiring diagram when I get back into the
shop. I have to head out to deliver a salter to one of the other members,and won't be back in
until tommorow. I'll dig it up then. If you don't hear from me,just remind me tommorow. Location
San Antonio, Texas. I have the wiring diagram at home in the book for my '75, but the '77 is
probably the same. However, I'm at work and all this is from memory. The tan colored wire is the
sending unit wire. The wire goes from the instrument panel through the firewall and then down
behind the distributor and across to the passenger side of the truck. From there it goes down
the firewall and follows the frame rail back to the passenger side gas tank which is the main
tank. If you have dual tanks, there is a connector in the tan wire, inside the frame rail back near
the gas tank. This is where the dual tank switch wire connects in to the passenger side tank and
to the gauge wire. From the dash switch you have five wires. One goes to power red with white?
If you can follow my explanation above, you realize that the tan gauge wire has a very
convoluted path from the gauge, through the switch, and back to the tanks. Rick Loncosky
Senior Member. Location Hey it would be great if you post the wiring diagram. If you send it out
individually, I'd like a copy. It would be a great help. They cut the under hood wires at the junk
yard. I'll see if I can get my scanner to work on the diagrams. If not, they are simple enough that
I can probably just draw it up and post it. I found two fuel tank wiring diagrams in my GM repair
manual. One matched my truck and the donor truck, but the other has a completely different
switch and wiring. I found an '81 in the junkyard that matched my '75, so I can't figure out the
pattern of which trucks use which wiring. I'll post both diagrams. You probably want to get the
donor truck's metal crossover lines when you pull the tanks. This means you only need very
short rubber lines to connect to the tanks. You have an HD truck, so it probably can use a 3
port. In the cab floor pan there are two holes not rust and on the passenger side someone had a
piece of wire pig tailed to another wire that ran along under the carpet to the driverside under
where your feet would sit. So if thats the one disconnected is to return to the gauge cluster,
anyone have a clue as to were. Being that I have the cluster loose to check for just that, but
cannot find a cut or loose wire, and after following the run from the gauge back to the plug it
does have a tan wire there, but it goes down to the plug for the ignition switch and thats were I
lose the wire. Being that I do not wish to dismantle the steering collumn as well. Thanks for the
suggestion's so far. And it would be a great thing to post the diagram somewhere for others in
the future. I've edited this diagram down to kb, but am still having trouble posting it. Let me try
again. I have a similar wiring diagram,but it's like 4 pages long,and it's hard to even scan it,let
alone shrink it all down to fit. I think most of the description here of the gauge circuits are
correct,except my diagram show the wiring to the fuel gauge is pink,not tan. The wiring diagram
is from my '75 manual, but it also matched the donor '81 that I got a fuel tank and switch from. I
found a couple of trucks in the junkyard that had different tank wiring than mine, but I didn't
check them out carefully. I did notice that they had fewer wires through the firewall and fewer
wires connected to the dash switch. It worked! Thanks alot for the help the diagram was right on
the money, now gauge works for both tanks. With only one slight problem, with the headlights,
and radio on the fuel gauge whips about a quarter inch. But, that I can accept much better than
one that doesn't function at all. Once again thanks a ton for all the help you guys are great.
Sincerely, Randy. Location Ft. Bragg, NC. I've got two different diagrams of how to wire these
tanks, one of which is posted in this thread. Previous owner installed a second tank and said
the gauge works, but needs wired up, all wires are tagged. But the tags are not readable and the
way it looks like a cross between the two diagrams. The first part of the circuit coming off the
control switch has 4 wires running out the firewall and down to the tanks I'm confused about
what you mean by control switch vs. The solenoid under the truck should only have one wire

connected, which is the 12v power wire. However, I'll try to explain the wiring. The
dash-mounted switch has five wires: Four go through the firewall: left tank sender, right tank
sender, fuel gauge this wire goes through the firewall, into the engine wiring loom, and then
back through the firewall to the gauge , and the 12v power to the selenoid under the truck. The
last wire connected to the switch is the 12v power feed, which leads over to the fuse box. The
dash switch is a double pole, double throw switch. If the switch is thrown to main tank it does
not connect anything the center is connected to the open terminal ; if it is set to aux, the center
terminal 12v is connected to the line that runs to the solenoid under the truck. This activates the
solenoid and switches the lines to the aux tank. Bruce bowtie said:. It has plug with 5 wires
coming off it, although none of them are hooked up to anything. So the only thing I can think of
is that someone tried to hook up that other gas tank by putting on that big "fuel tank selector
valve", as it is called in one schematic, when they should have used the soleniod, as i see used
in a different schematic. So I guess, what I'm going to do is apply 12v to each of the 5 wires
coming from the selector valve and see if doing so will switch over to the other tank, and then
I'll just wire it up as if it were just the soleniod and ignore the other 4 wires I've attached the two
wiring diagrams I've found that I'm working off of I guess they're just different years I picked up
a replacement solenoid at the junkyard last month, and there were a lot of dual tank trucks in
the yard. All of them had a similar solenoid arrangement, so I just picked a truck that had a six
port solenoid that would switch both the fuel feed and fuel return lines. Switching to a standard
setup might be easier than figuring out what you already have. Alright, trying to find a solenoid
to replace the thing I've got under there The parts store said they've got one type that is for use
with return lines, and one that isn't And just plug the line that's supposed to be a return for the
other tank? Or should you T the return line so it just returns to both tanks? My original setup
was a dealer-added aux tank, and it used a three port solenoid and a T in the return line.
However, it always seemed to return to only one tank, so sometimes it seemed that I was filling
one tank from the other through the return line. This made it very hard to figure out gas mileage.
I switched to the six port solenoid last month because it should make it easier to keep track of
how much gas I have in each tank. Gotcha, I'll have to go junkyarding soon! Im having a
problem with my fuel gauges an switch not working can someone please help me it's in a 76
gmc, I'm not sure if it was a dual setup at first but all the wires are the colors for a dual set up
same for the plug. Richard Junior Member. Okay I have a problem need the whole wiring
diagrams for a 76 c30 with both tanks that has cable switch over valve here is pitchers of the
unit don't want to convert it the valve works just won't read either tanks someone said it had a
taggo switch. You must log in or register to reply here. Manufacturer We know our products.
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Will this fit my car? How much does delivery cost and how long will it take? When will my order
be dispatched? Discussion in ' ' started by Guam52 , Jul 1, Log in or Sign up. Classic Parts Talk.
Gas tank problem on with two tanks Discussion in ' ' started by Guam52 , Jul 1, Joined: Mar 18,
Messages: 7 Location: Virginia. I have a short bed GMC half ton 4x4. The passanger side tank
works fine. As soon as I switch over to the drivers side tank the truck shuts off. I would
appreciate and ideas on this, before I dive into it face first. There is gas in the tank. The truck is
fuel injected and the sending units are mounted on the tanks. Thanks for any ideas. Guam52 ,
Jul 1, Joined: Jan 21, Messages: Pontiac , Jul 2, Joined: May 13, Messages: 1. I had the same
problem on my truck. The problem was the wire running from the CPU to the fuel tank was
melted. Joined: Sep 7, Messages: Possible problems that I can think of, assuming the fuel
system is stock: Bad selector switch in the dash. Ground is missing on the tank. The large O
ring that seals the sender unit in the top of the tank also electrically isolates it from the tank and
the rubber straps that hold the tank in place isolates it from the chassis. Originally there was a
small tab on the sending unit that a female electrical connector will slide onto. This is where the
ground for the fuel pump and sending unit is connected. These are notorious for getting
corroded and falling off. Bad fuel pump. A stock 87 fuel system will have a pump in each tank.
Bad cutover device The hose that connects the output of the fuel pump to the metal supply line
going out of the tank has gone bad. Inside the gas tank. This is another frequent problem. If
someone has replaced this hose and did not use a good quality piece of hose it will get soft and
kinda melt away because it is submerged in gas all the time. Fuel pickup screen in the tank is
clogged. I would start by determining if it is an electrical or mechanical problem. There should
be a red wire about 6 inches long coming out of the plug on the bottom of the relay that is not
connected to anything. If you connect a wire from the positive battery post using an inline fuse
about 10 amps or so to this lead, you can run the fuel pump without turning the key on or trying
to start the truck. Much easer and safer way to troubleshoot. Connect this lead up and switch to
the good tank and you will be able to hear the fuel pump running. Now switch to the bad tank, if
you hear that pump running you have a probably have a mechanical problem. Still could be low
voltage caused by a bad connection or flakey switch but I would start looking at the mechanical
stuff at this point. If it is an electrical problem it is somewhere between the selector switch in
the dash and the pump in the bad tank. Don M , Aug 7, Fuel problems in tanks Thanks Don for
your information. I will be working on the truck tomorrow and will let you know what I find. I just
change my electrical oil gauge to mechanical. I took out the sending unit. Could that be tied in
to the system some how to cause this problem? I just received in them mail today a new switch
for the dash and the new swithover unit that goes under the passengers seat. Hope one of these
parts fixes it. Thanks again for any and all info you can give me. On an 87 EFI system you will
have an oil pressure sending unit and an oil pressure switch. The sending unit is located down
by the oil filter and sends an electrical signal to the oil pressure gauge. The switch is on the top,
back of the engine, almost under the distributor. The switch provides power to the fuel pump
once the engine has started and has oil pressure. When you turn the key to start the engine, the
ECM computer comes to life and sends a signal to operate the fuel pump relay, contacts in the
relay close and send 12 volts to the fuel pump. The ECM removes the signal to the fuel pump
relay after about 3 seconds allowing the relay to deactivate. By this time the engine should have
started or spun enough to get oil pressure. Engine oil pressure activates the switch on the top
back of the engine. Contacts in this switch close and send 12 volts to the fuel pump. The
system will stay in this configuration until you turn the key off or the engine looses oil pressure.
The 3 second operation of the fuel pump by the relay is to prime the fuel system, this makes the
engine easier to start. The pressure switch is in the circuit as a safety feature. If you have fuel
line burst or get cut in an accident, the engine will shut down due to the loss of fuel pressure.
With the engine shut down the oil pressure will drop to zero and deactivate the switch, shutting
down the fuel pump. Now you are not pumping out massive amounts of fuel onto hot engine
parts. If you are installing a mechanical gauge you need to replace the sending unit down by the
oil filter, not the switch on the top of the engine. Don M , Aug 8, I first put back in the sending
unit on top of the engine. I used a Tee and now have the sending unit back in the system and
the mechanical oil gauge next to it. I then tried to switch tanks and the right one runs fine but as

soon as I switch the tanks from the dash switch new also the engine begins to slightly stumble,
slight miss. I switch it back and the right one smooths out. I think the next thing I will do is
change the switching unit under the passenger seat by the right tank. I had added some fuel
injector cleaner a week or so back and wondering if that may have stuck the valve. I know I had
a small engine 0 rings swell up on me on my lawn mower. I see if you buy 91 octane it is free of
ehanal. Hope this fixes it. I did not make any difference before I put the sending unit back in
place so I am on to something with you help. I thank you again for your guidence in this matter.
I will owe YOU one. Thanks and I will keep you up dated this week as soon as I do this. I will
check back here to see if you have some tips or things I need to know and follow. Thank Again
Roy. It runs good on right tank and cuts out as i try to change the tanks over. Hope this will fix
it. I was wondering can one clamp the fuel lines off and make this change with out dropping the
tank? And the ground wire is that on top as well? Thanks for any info. Based on what you have
done so far I suspect that you have low fuel pressure coming from the left tank. The pressure
should be somewhere between 9 and 13 PSI. I strongly suspect the small hose that connects
the output of the left tank fuel pump to the metal supply line coming out of the tank has failed.
Unfortunately this is not an easy thing to check out. You must drop the fuel tank or remove the
bed in order to gain access to the top of the tank. I would opt for dropping the tank. Here are
your options from this point: 1. Install a pressure gauge in the system in order to confirm that
low fuel pressure is the problem. There are test kits available that install in place of the fuel filter
that allow you to verify the pressure on the supply line. I have made one up from parts
purchased from the local Home Depot. Drop the tank or remove the bed and check the hose. If
you drop the tank, replace the hose even if it has not failed yet. If you pull the bed, replace both
hoses. As for the one you owe me, Michelob Ultra please. Don M , Aug 10, I'm curious, is pump
power switched through the tank valve? I have a K30 that runs factory dual tanks. I don't have
fuel injection, obviously. I believe the tank valve is a screw motor. As the tank switch is pressed
to seat for the the other tank, the valve switches over to close the fuel port for the previous tank
and open for the selected one. Simultaneously, the contact s for the sender opens for the
previous tank and closes for the selected tank. While the motor is running, have you listened for
fuel pump operation for the bad side, switched to the right tank or to the left? My tank valve
works so-so. While running on one tank and switch to the other, one of three things can
happen: 1 The tank switches and my gauge switches as well. Obviously, at that point, I have to
switch back to the other tank. The electric fuel pump, which I don't have, adds another
parameter and I'm not clear on the logistics. I assume the pump power is switched based on
tank selection as I would be suprised if both pumps would run as only one tank is feeding.
Perhaps my experiences may shed some light on something. Maybe your valve is not fully
switching, like mine. GonicGM , Aug 12, On an 87 with fuel injection the fuel tank selector valve
switches four things, supply line, return line, pump electrical feed, and the gauge lead. Guam52
stated that when he switches to the left tank the engine stumbles and misses. Based on this
statement I think the power for the left pump is getting switched. Stumbling and missing are
signs of low fuel pressure. It seems to be common problem with these selector valves that when
they fail they will continue to switch the supply, pump power, and the gauge lead, but the return
port hangs up blocking the return path to either tank. The electric pump is capable of putting
out over 30 pounds of pressure and with the return path blocked off that stresses all of the
elements in the supply line. Typically the weakest link in the supply line is that small hose that
connects the output of the pump to the metal line that exits the tank because it is submerged in
gas all the time. That hose will split causing a low pressure condition. You can elimate the
selector valve by bypassing it. Replacing the selector valve will correct the return blockage
problem, but you will also have to replace the hose in order the get the fuel pressure up where it
should be. I may be all wet here, could be a weak pump or flakey valve, but I have seen this
problem on a couple of trucks I have messed with. GonicGM, I have never messed with a duel
tank system on a carbureted truck but base on what you have stated, it sounds to me like the
selector valve or the switch is bad. Don M , Aug 12, Fuel switching unit! Some job to! I also
changed the switch on the dash as well. Before the switch under the passengers seat so that
told me something there. As soon as I turned the key on and tried to change the tank the fuel
gauge jumped over to the full level. I drove it tonight for about 5 miles and it was smooth and
gauge was looking good. I will take it for a drive tomorrow and burn up some fuel in the left tank
and see if it is really using it from that tank. If so the gauge will start to drop down. That will be
the next test. But the stumbling has stopped , so maybe the switch was not opening up all the
way. I know that just before all this happened I could see the fuel gauge was slow to move each
time I changed tanks. Now its instant jumps to the next fuel level of the tank I select. Very quick
readings. So I will get back to you tomorrow after my drive and fill up on that tank. Looks good
so far. I thank you very much for all these answers and tips and just your thoughts and

opinions. This is a great place to help us chevy guys out. Wish I could repay you some how!
Thanks Roy. GonicGM , Aug 13, Dual Tank Switching Methods by Years GM used at least three
different tank switching techniques for factory dual tank trucks. I'm unsure or don't remember
how the sending unit swapped. This setup may have been used in , I'm not sure. It was a metal
case valve, self case ground with one wire to it. The dash switch switched everything. The
switch did not have the spring momentary depress like the up. It just clicked to one tank or the
other. The valve was a solenoid. It was either energized or it was not. I do not remember which
tank was default. Anytime the ignition was off, it would switch to that tank, selected or not. If it
was selected to the non-default tank, it would switch back over once the ignition was turned
back on. The sender was actually selected at the switch. If you had a faulty tank solenoid valve,
you would switch to the other tank, the tank would not be physically swapped but the sender
would as the switch was thrown. You would run down the gas till you run out while the gauge
never moved. There were obvious problems with these. Power and ground are swapped at the
switch, valve not self case grounded. The sender swaps at the valve. If the valve doesn't
operate, the sender is not swapped. The fuel gauge will read the tank it is feeding from. The
switches for these are two position with momentary spring depression for each, to momentarily
energize the valve. It is not constantly energized like the back. Without looking at harnesses, I
can't be sure but I believe the had a seven wire connector, two power, two ground, sending unit
return, left sender, right sender, IIRC. I have an 87 harness but don't remember how many pins
the connector was. Its working great now. I got time to use the truck and the left tank gauge
seems to be working. I had not been able to us any gas out of that tank for a while , but now it is
working fine. I changed the switch and the fuel switching valve under the passenger seat. Its
great when you can get help like the guys on here, chip in and share answers and tips. Great
place to have and to use and count on. Hope what I have shared has help someone else to.
Thanks Again Roy. Joined: Jun 14, Messages: I have a problem with my 87 too. My left tank
works and as soon as you flip it to the right tank the truck dies. I replaced the switch in the dash
with a new one from GM didn't change anything. When I switch it from tank to tank the fuel
gauge does change from tank to tank so I don't think the valve is the problem. I personally think
the fuel pump in the right tank is bad I can never heard it when it's selected to right tank. So,
does it sound like a bad fuel pump to you guys too? Pontiac , Oct 10, You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Take a moment to drop by The Store and shop our products. If you don't find what
you're looking for, shoot us an email webmaster chevytrucks. We add new items all of the time.
Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. News: ChevyTrucks. Read times. Hey I need some
help from anyone who can help me, My K10 has dual tanks but it well always stay on the left
tank even if I hit the switch to the right one I heard a little while ago if I got someone to hit the
switch while I was holding my hand on the switching valve I should feel it click or something?? I
didnt so im guessing its the switching valve. Just wondering if anyone has had the same kind of
trouble and could give me some advice, or a place I could get a new switching valve thing.
Thanks -Trevor. Cody Registered Users Posts: It could be the switch valve or the actual switch
it self that isnt working. Ive had some trouble with my dual gas tanks as well. The gas gauge
wont read. Even when i change it from side to side. The right gas tank is empty and when i
change it to that it eventually dies. So i know the sending units and switch valve are working,
but im not sure why it wont read fuel. Any ideas on what to do? If you have a voltmeter, have a
friend help you do this test. If it's like the one on my 78, you should have 12 volts when the
switch is set to the left tank, and 0 volts when it is set to the right tank. If you're not getting
power, probably the switch needs to be taken apart and cleaned. I haven't seen a bad switch
yet, only dirty ones. What the problem always is on the ones I have seen is that GM used a type
of foam as a dust seal for the switch and when the foam goes bad it falls apart and gets on the
contacts an blocks the electricity flow. Just clean it out and put some non conductive grease in
there and thats all there is to it. If you do have power to the valve, unless theres a bad
connection, the valve is bad. To get to the fuel in the full tank, just swap the hoses that go into
the valve from the tanks, just remember thats what you have done. If it wont read the fuel levels,
theres a bad connection, bad ground, or shorted out wire somewhere in the lines. Ok Thank you
for the reply. I dont have access to a voltmeter yet so I didnt try that but im going to soon. And I
took a look at the valve when I was there working on heater core and theres like 4 lines going
into it, Im not sure what ones to switch over. I only took a quick look but im guessing each tank
has 2 lines maybe the sending line and a return or something. Just sorta confused about which
ones I would switch over to get to the fuel. Id love to have that full tank lol. I hate napa. If you
have autozone near you or maybe they can cross reference it for you. Requires fuel tank
selector valve connector and switch for proper installation. I have not used my duel tanks in a

while and tried them today. Do you have to hold down on the button for 5 or so seconds to
make it switch? You have to depress and hold the switch for a few seconds yes unless it's TBI.
Thanks I thought so. Looks like I have a problem with mine too. Will stick to left tank for now. I
have a couple of questions about the diagram if someone wouldn't mind explaining a little bit.
What are the two circles on the left side of the diagram with '53' and '54' in them? What exactly
does the 'Splice 53' and 'Splice 54 accomplish near the middle of the diagram? Pumps and
senders are cheap, I know the right tank hasn't been used in at least 5 years. Good idea to pull
it, clean it out and replace the pump and sender for good measure? Both sides for preventative?
My plan is to fix it up a little at a time, starting with new leafs and brakes in the rear and working
forward. Just not trying to leave anything behind or forgotten. Thanks for the advice. I would
just do one tank at a time if it is your daily driver. That's very helpful, thanks. It's not my daily
driver, just a weekend beater. Logged K 9" lift with 38's. Thanks -Trevor Logged K 9" lift with
38's. Thanks Logged K 9" lift with 38's. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Read times.
Alright, I'm ready to do this now! Back brakes and springs went great. Here's my plan for getting
dual tanks up and running. Please let me know if you can think of anything else I need here Any
advice would be helpful as well 2 20 gallon tanks. The only thing you are missing is the
switching valve under your cab and the wiring, so it those are good, you are golden. The
'switch' I'm referring to is actually the valve you speak of. I've already replaced the switch 'in'
the cab. Here's hoping the wiring is all there and good! Skunksmash Senior Member Posts:
Hello again. I changed both tanks, senders, selector switch and valve. Still only the right tank
works, it doesn't matter what I try, the fuel gauge will only read the right tank and it will not pull
from the left tank. The wiring harness on the valve looks to be in good shape, all good clean
connections. The selector switch in the truck looks to be the original harness and not modified.
Any suggestions would be great. I'm thinking something somewhere has been changed
electrically, but I can't find any troubleshooting data on it.. Thanks folks! I think I'm onto
something. I'm not getting 12v to the pink on the back of the interior switch. According to the
below thread that is what is needed. Unfortunately after the wires leave the harness they go up
further into the dash, making it hard to track. Anyone see anything wrong with finding a fuse
that is ignition switchable and just jumping off of that? Found it! It was the connector just inside
engine compartment. Simply disconnected. Dual tanks work perfectly now. Thanks folks.
Thanks for the diagram, already had it just didn't know what I was looking at. Glad to hear you
got it working. Johnret Newbie Posts: 29 Newbie. Quote from: trink on March 11, , PM. Stinky
Newbie Posts: 8 Newbie. Whats the tanks issue? I h
2006 chevy equinox fuse box diagram
volvo truck repair manual pdf
bike parts diagram
ave dual saddle tanks on my I don't recommend that gear and tire combo unless you like
burning up clutches A lot. In the middle of a rebuild. The issue I have is, I omh'd out the Pink
wire off the dual tank selector switch on the dash to a Pink wire in the engine compartment off
the bulkhead connector. The connector on the end of the Pink wire in the engine compartment
is missing, the end of the Pink wire is a single female spade connector. I have know idea what
the connector should look like or where it should be connected. I think it may be the 12v supply
wire for the switch. It's everything. Thanks for the reply, figured it out Ever notice how you go in
there, and the employees don't even look at ya? Even when you're talking to them they don't
look at ya. Cause they just don't care. It seems that they are something of a common problem. I
might be having the same problem, can you tell me what color wire was disconnected, and
where it was connected? Logged Re: Dual Tanks Switch Valve?

